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Visualization Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient information about
underlying data and processes. In the past three decades, the field has seen unprecedented
growth in computational and acquisition technologies,
which has resulted in an increased ability both to sense the physical world with
very...
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Handbook of Ceramic CompositesSpringer, 2004
Ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) are at the forefront of advanced materials technology because of their light weight, high strength and toughness, high temperature capabilities, and graceful failure under loading. During the last 25 years, tremendous progress has been made in the development and advancement of CMCs under various research...
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Best Jobs for the 21st CenturyJIST Works, 2006
We kept this introduction short to encourage you to actually read it. For this reason, we don’t provide many details on the technical issues involved in creating the job lists or descriptions. Instead, we give you short explanations to help you understand and use the information the book provides for career exploration or planning. We think...
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The Google Way: How One Company Is Revolutionizing Management as We Know ItNo Starch Press, 2009

Shortly after World War I, Ford and GM created the large modern corporation, with its financial and statistical controls, mass production, and assembly lines. In the 1980s, Toyota stood out for combining quality with continuous refinement. Today, Google is reinventing business yet again-the way we work, how organizations are controlled,...
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Rethink: A Business Manifesto for Cutting Costs and Boosting InnovationFT Press, 2009

	It's the trap that ensnares virtually every business. We focus on process: "how" we're doing the job. And we forget about the bigger issue: "what" we're doing and "why" we're doing it. That's why we're leaving so much value on the table. In Rethink, business architect Ric Merrifield...
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Deciphering Growth (Research and Perspectives in Endocrine Interactions)Springer, 2005

	An organism’s body size tells us a lot about how it makes a living, suggesting that

	body size is a key parameter in evolution. We outline three large-scale trends in

	body size evolution. Bergmann’s Rule is the tendency for warm-blooded species

	at high latitudes to be larger than their close relatives nearer the equator....
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Lauren Ipsum: A Story About Computer Science and Other Improbable ThingsNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		"A looking glass tale for the computer age." —School Library Journal

	
		Lauren Ipsum is a whimsical journey through a land where logic and computer science come to life.

	
		Meet Lauren, an adventurer lost in Userland who needs to find her way home by solving a series of puzzles. As...
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Optimizing Firm Performance: Alignment of Operational Success Drivers on the Basis of Empirical Data (Schriften zum europäischen Management)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Academic research has identified several operational drivers in manufacturing companies that have an effect on either the physical production of goods or its distribution: working capital requirements, manufacturing performance, supply chain performance and supply chain risk. Despite the fact that these four operational drivers have...
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Cancer Cell Signaling: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2002

	Cells respond to environmental cues through a complex and dynamic network of signaling pathways that normally maintain a critical balance between cellular proliferation, differentiation, senescence, and death. One current research challenge is to identify those aberrations in signal transd- tion that directly contribute to a loss of this...
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Intelligent Document Retrieval: Exploiting Markup StructureSpringer, 2005
Collections of digital documents can nowadays be found everywhere in institutions, universities or companies. Examples are Web sites or intranets. But searching them for information can still be painful. Searches often return either large numbers of matches or no suitable matches at all. Such document collections can vary a lot in size and how much...
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Grow Your Business with Google AdWords: 7 Quick and Easy Secrets for Reaching More Customers with the World's #1 Search EngineMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Become a market leader in under 6 months powered by Google AdWords!

If your concerns are brand awareness and exposure, you and    Google AdWords are a match made in heaven. Not only is this    innovative advertising system extraordinarily effective, it's suited    for any budget and you can launch a campaign in...
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Radiation Dose from Adult and Pediatric Multidetector Computed Tomography (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2007


	The use of computed tomography (CT) has seen enormous growth over the past decade.

	In the US, approximately 63 million examinations were performed in 2005 (Niagara

	Health Quality Coalition 2004) compared to 35 million in 2000. The increased number

	of clinical applications (e.g., in emergency and trauma, paediatric, cardiac, and...
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